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X Longitudinal Coefficient -^ eHt_ .
Jl, Nearest plotted value of Jl below actual hull .
£z Nearest plotted value of Jf above actual hull.
m Midship Section Coefficient -s.ect *g
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-
d Displacement - length coefficient ^
(L/100)5
f Ticercan's constant for frictiowal resistance.
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Rt Total Resistance in pounds per ton of displ.
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x Ratio Rf/Rt
°< Lenrth correction to Rf for variation from L COO ft.
C f Correction tc Re for-B/H variation of + 1.0 from
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Correction to "Re for ?/h of actual hull.
A ngth correction to be applied to (Re + c)
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Accuracy of the charts, as mentioned under re-
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accuracy Is not essential.
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, to i .. a si. plot of contours
variatlc resl e on c .'na + e?. of any tw<
Imary variables ' :/-^,X, or d. Plots w< ide of the vt-
tion of resistance V3 . X for erent values cf d at several
valuer, of ^ Plcts were cfede for the variation in
resistance with variation of b/K vs. v/^TT f cr different
values cf d at several values cf $ . : ther of these at-
tempts a possibility of simplification for easy usi
£. The next step in this investirat ion was to plct
variation in resistance for unit variation of p/H vs. d for
different values of jt and at different values of v//"L (see
fig. XIX). It was found that for each value of V/'-fL t:
curves for different values of J( fcVrred a compact family of
cs, H I ioh a mean ecu" drawn and thus X was
as a variable. These rean curves at differe
values oV V/^T* wer^ then combined in a single plot (
chec variation ccul^ be
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the *?c contours of figures V to XVII. Thf ;d plct is
cbta it 13 ill 1
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